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The fake feminism of Ivanka Trump

When Nordstrom dropped Ivanka Trump’s clothing line, citing poor performance, the President took to Twitter on behalf of his adult daughter to chastise the retail giant for treating her

“so unfairly.” Since then, daddy’s little girl has been cut off by nine more companies as a result of the #GrabYourWallet boycott. While the brand insists sales are strong, other retailers are

re-labeling merchandise and slashing prices.

During the Republican National Convention Ivanka pushed dresses while preaching about paid leave; now she gets booed in Berlin for calling her father a “tremendous champion of

supporting families.”

What’s changed? A classic if belated comeuppance.

People are broadly coming to the realization that Ivanka’s for-pro�t feminism, built on a foundation of wealth and privilege, doesn’t translate into public policy solutions. Her

Instagrammable life balancing babies and board meetings could sell pumps, but the real-life implications of her role as “special assistant to the President” requires her to actually deliver

for other women.

By her own admission, she’s unquali�ed for the job, asking for the public’s patience in a recent New York Times interview, while she �gures out complex issues like the wage gap.

Contrary to the premise of Ivanka’s recently released book, “Women Who Work,” women cannot simply empower themselves out of centuries of structural inequality, even though that’s

how the �rst daughter seems to think she got where she is, telling the audience in Berlin: “I grew up in a house where there was no barrier to what I could accomplish beyond my own

perseverance and my own tenacity.”
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Except that’s not how at all how a 35-year-old real estate scion turned handbag designer got on the same stage as the chancellor of Germany. She was, �rst and foremost, lucky as hell to

grow up in a home where the head of household was a celebrity billionaire, or at least a celebrity. As a mother, she’s had full-time help — a nanny and a driver, perhaps more.

And now, lacking self-awareness and peddling empowerment politics with language about passion and personal responsibility, Ivanka offers misleading advice, like instructing women to

just �nd their con�dence in salary negotiations. She writes:

“If you’re nervous because you think you’re bad at hard conversations, realize that it’s only a dif�cult dialogue to have when there’s a true discrepancy between what you feel you’re entitled

to and what your boss feels you deserve.”

The notion that women primarily fail to advance at work because they’re nervous exactly reverses the problem; repeated studies have shown that people incorrectly associate con�dence

with competence in men, whereas women tend not to crow as much.

Men are also more likely to suffer from what’s called the Dunning-Krueger effect, wherein they overestimate their true abilities. That’s one of the reasons why incompetent men frequently

get promoted over more quali�ed women, as in the last election. Instead of telling women to be more con�dent, we should be teaching employers and voters not to fall for false bravado.

To Ivanka, empowerment is an easy, winning concept because it places the onus entirely on women to succeed and allows men to feel like they’re doing something for women without

giving anything up.

That’s her real brand of feminism: complicity.

In his �rst few months in of�ce, Trump — with his eldest daughter often by his side — has slashed funding for Planned Parenthood, reinstated the global gag rule prohibiting physicians

from counseling patients about abortion as a condition of American aid, and, last week, celebrated the House passing a health-care bill that would eviscerate coverage for people with

preexisting conditions, directly harming millions of women.

Ivanka may soon debut the long anticipated child-care tax credit she’s supposedly been crafting. Early blueprints were heavily skewed toward the wealthy, leaving the vast majority of

moms and dads struggling to balance work and family in the lurch.

All of which is to say: Despite her self-generated mythology as a moderating in�uence on her father, there’s no evidence to support it. She’s not credible as a power player in either business

or politics. If anything, the presidency has infantilized her, as she smiles for photo-ops at her daddy’s desk while he stands over her like it’s take your daughter to work day.

Grenell is a political consultant.
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